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What is the transcriptome?

“The complete set of transcripts in a cell, and their quantity,
for a specific developmental stage or physiological condition.”

-Wang	et	al.	Nature 2009



What are the 3 key aims of 
transcriptomics?



How can we study the transcriptome?

Hybridization Sequencing



How does RNA-seq work?
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How does RNA-seq work?
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RNA-Seq: Library Preparation
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RNA-Sequencing: Algorithmic alignment



RNA-Sequencing: Transcriptome
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RNA-Seq: Analysis of read per kilobase mm.
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RNA-Seq: Analysis
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So why is RNA-seq preferred? 



How can you use RNA-seq in your project?



What are Planaria?

https://garciad.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/neoblasts-e1401151953683.jpg



Why use Planaria as a model system?

Schmidtea
Mediterranea

- Regeneration
- Ease of culture
- High turnover
- Diploid (Schmid.)
- Plasticity



How do Planaria relate to regeneration?



… “incredible extremes”



What are stem cells?

Waddington’s Epigenetic Landscape



Questions?



A comparative transcriptomic analysis reveals conserved 
features of stem cell pluripotency in planarians and 
mammals.                              -- Labbe et al. Stem Cells. 2012



What was the purpose of the study?



What organisms were compared?



What cell types were investigated?



Figure 1a: How were cells sorted?



Figure 1b: What genes were enriched?



How were 1:1:1 orthologs determined?



Figure 3: What were the BLASTx results?



Fig 3c: How similar are mouse and human stem cells?



Fig 3b: How do planarian stem cells compare to 
mammalian stem cells?



Fig 3d: How do stem cell progeny compare between species?



Fig 3a: What does differential expression tell us?



Figure 2a: What was the difference between stem cells and 
stem cell progeny?



Figure 2b: What was the difference between stem cells
and differentiated tissues?



Figure 2c: What was the difference between stem cell 
progeny and differentiated tissues?



What was enriched in planarian stem cell progeny?



What was enriched in planarian stem cell progeny?



What genes were enriched in only planarian stem cells?



What happened when these genes were silenced?



What orthologs were only differentially expressed in 
planarian stem cells?



What happened when these genes were silenced?



What orthologs were differentially expressed in all 
stem cell types?



What happened when these genes were silenced?



What happened when these genes were 
silenced?



What were the main conclusions?

Genes regulating planarian SC’s are both 
unique and conserved

Novel planarian SC genes identified

Conserved SC genes identified



Why do we care?



Questions?
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